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EDITORIAL

JAN CLUYSE

Those who don’t think will fall
by the wayside
(Joseph Beuys)

Nothing is more exciting than an era ﬁlled with change and challenges. In the world
of refrigeration and air conditioning technology we are encountering many new
issues ranging from regional energy shortages to depletion of natural resources
and reduction of carbon emissions. Many things need to change. The winners in
these challenging times will be those who are committed to innovation – instead of
clinging to old habits. At DAIKIN we have been working for many years on making
our products more energy efﬁcient and environmentally compatible. We already
supply systems that reduce energy costs by more than 50%, while at the same time
reducing carbon emissions. This not only helps you save money, it also conserves
natural resources.
We take our responsibility for the environment and the impact of refrigerants very
seriously. This also applies to our entire product segment and to practically every
heating, air conditioning and commercial refrigeration application. When we say
“Efﬁciency is in our nature,” we mean it!
As our refrigeration products are launched successfully in Germany, we would like
to share our success stories with you in this brochure.
Enjoy reading!

Yours sincerely
Jan Cluyse
Deputy General Manager
Daikin Europe N.V.
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PRODUCTS

Growing sales of refrigerated and frozen products over the years have contributed to an increase in energy consumption

PRODUCTS

A really good package
Conveni-Pack – The integrated solution for refrigeration,

The idea of utilizing the thermal energy

is now on the market and has received

given off by refrigerator and freezer

an enthusiastic response from the retail

display cases for heating purposes has

sector and HVAC specialists. The DAIKIN

fascinated planners and supermarket

Conveni-Pack combines heating, air

operators for years. For the retail sector,

conditioning, refrigeration and freezing

this would be a system capable of

in one compact system. Today, 2,000 of

combining refrigeration, heating and

these systems are in operation around

air conditioning and reducing energy

the world. Conveni-Pack represents a

consumption. This concept clearly makes

revolutionary approach. With its inverter-

sense – but initial attempts to solve the

controlled outdoor unit, the system

problem using four-conductor systems

utilizes free, renewable ambient air for

were neither functional nor economical.

efﬁcient generation of heating or cooling.

Consequently, refrigeration, freezing,

This enables a demand-driven exchange

heating and air conditioning are still

of heat between refrigerators and freez-

implemented as separate systems that

ers, air curtains and indoor air conditioning

require a considerable amount of space

and heating units. By implementing a

and complex installation. What started

variety of different technologies, including

out as a compelling idea has since

optimized control, inverter technology

become technically feasible using the

and heat recovery, Conveni-Pack can

variable refrigerant volume (VRV®) prin-

reduce annual energy consumption by

ciple of heat displacement. This concept

as much as 57%. And this also means

▼

freezing, air conditioning and heating
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PRODUCTS
signiﬁcantly lower carbon emissions.

with a single outdoor unit. Conveni-Pack

Conveni-Pack is designed for small and

offers an energy-efﬁcient, three-in-one

medium-sized shops and convenience

solution that includes refrigeration, freez-

stores. The system can be easily expanded

ing and air conditioning. HVAC engineer

to meet the needs of the retail space.

Peter Nienhaus from Tschritter Gebäude-

One recent project involved developing

technik GmbH explains: “In this project,

an effective and efﬁcient solution

the required refrigeration and heating

for a 500 sqm supermarket with 12.5 m

power are covered by the Conveni-Pack,

of freezer display cases and different

while the ZEAS supplies the freezing

tem-perature zones. Tschritter, an HVAC

capacity. This provides an end-to-end

systems supplier based in Gifhorn,

solution without complex planning and

Germany, opted for a combination of

time-consuming on-site installation.

ZEAS and Conveni-Pack units. ZEAS makes

Everything is preassembled and energy-

it possible to operate multiple coldrooms

optimized at the factory.”

COMMERCIAL APPLICATION
Combination of different temperatures in a single system

Coldroom 2° C

g
p y case 7° C
Refrigerator
display

ZEAS
Inverter-controlled combination system (normal temp
temperature)
perature)

ZEAS
Inverter-controlled combination system (low temperature)

Freezer room -20
-20°° C

Freezer display case -18
-18°° C

OPINION

Dr. Wolfram Krause,
Managing Director

“Sustainability is important”
Interview with Dr. Wolfram Krause, Director of the German Association of Shop Fitters

Dr. Krause, what is the mood among

an increasingly important competi-

The idea is to achieve a comfortable

your members? Optimistic, I would

tive factor.

temperature without harming the
environment.

say. We have survived the recession
fairly well and are now experiencing

How do retailers reach these new

signiﬁcant growth.

consumers? They have to remain

How do you support this change?

credible when making claims about

As an association, our aim is to set

What are the upcoming trends?

social responsibility, green building

standards and to provide detailed

What is the driving force behind

or ecological sustainability. They are

deﬁnitions of the criteria for sus-

innovations? Sustainable man-

increasingly demanding resource-

tainable shop ﬁtting. These are

agement and conservation of

conserving shop ﬁttings and setting

criteria that will inﬂuence green

resources are rapidly gaining in

stringent standards when it comes

building and environmental

importance. A survey showed that

to the origin of the wood used in

standards in the future.

50% of our members regard cor-

construction as well as in shop

porate social responsibility as

operations and air conditioning.

a key issue.

Back to air conditioning. Is it absolutely necessary in shop inte-

Doesn‘t this result in quality com-

riors? Yes, a comfortable ambient

So the focus is on sustainability?

promises? No, it isn‘t a matter of

temperature is essential in areas

Yes, the retail sector is observing a

having fewer lamps illuminating

where customers spend time. Even

growing group of buyers with res-

the products on display. It‘s more

environmentally-aware consumers

ponsible consumer habits, irrespec-

important to adopt innovative ap-

prefer to make purchasing decisions

tive of the economic situation. This

proaches to achieving a high-quality

in a comfortable – ideally energy-

group has the purchasing power

product display using less light and

optimized –atmosphere.

and is willing to pay for sustainable

lowering primary energy costs. The

products. Sustainability is becoming

same applies to air conditioning.

Dr. Krause, thank you for your time.
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BLINDTEXT

The spectacular atrium in the Euro Fashion Center annex is a popular location for fashion shows and events

CASE STUDY – VRV®

A temple for fashion
The Euro Fashion Center in Sindelﬁngen uses efﬁcient heat
displacement to ensure a comfortable indoor climate

Sindelﬁngen’s reputation as a fashion city

Providing a comfortable indoor climate

extends well beyond the borders of

under these conditions requires a system

Germany. Each day, 525 showrooms

that is capable of simultaneously sup-

attract up to 5,000 buyers interested in

plying heating and cooling. This problem

seeing future fashion trends and ordering

was solved by the DAIKIN VRV®III Heat

the latest collections. An important

Recovery. This concept offers several addi-

part of the Sindelﬁngen site is the Euro

tional advantages. For example the heat

Fashion Center, which was expanded in

displacement system allows excess heat

2009 with an attractive building annex

from areas exposed to sunlight to

covering 7,000 m² of rental space. Both

be used to heat shaded areas of the

the building design, with its 40 m high

building. Tenants can individually control

atrium, and the use of the indoor space

the temperature in their own areas.

place special demands on the climate

Fast reaction times ensure that the

control system. The optimal presentation

desired level of climate control is quickly

of high-quality fashion collections con-

achieved – with maximum energy efﬁ-

tributes to interior thermal loads, which

ciency and minimum fuel consumption

ﬂuctuate considerably depending on the

costs. All-in-all, the best conditions for a

number of users.

good business climate.
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BACKGROUND

For frosty temperatures
ZEAS introduces energy-efﬁcient VRV® technology to refrigeration

EFFICIENT AND
VERSATILE
ZEAS by DAIKIN – A revolution
in commercial refrigeration.
Multiple cooling zones at
different temperatures. ZEAS
is available in two versions:
medium and low-temperature
(can be combined with add-on
booster)

It‘s getting cold in Europe – thanks to

tion is needed for storing food and other

an energy efﬁcient, versatile solution.

fresh products, ZEAS is the ideal choice

DAIKIN is introducing proven, globally

for both medium- and low-temperature

successful VRV® technology to commer-

coldrooms. With an add-on booster,

cial refrigeration with ZEAS. A combined

ZEAS can supply both in a single system.

system with any number of individually

The inverter control supplies exactly the

controlled refrigeration units can be

power requirement for each temperature

installed with minimum expense. And

zone. This ensures optimal storage of the

the system can be tailored to any situ-

products, saves energy and is beneﬁcial

ation. The outdoor unit is compact and

to the environment. This precision power

extremely quiet. This makes ZEAS ideal

adjustment achieves up to 50% energy

for noise-sensitive and densely-populated

savings.

areas. Wherever commercial refrigera-

CASE STUDY – ZEAS

ZEAS installation site, evaporator, production department (from left to right)

Nuremberg Chamber of Skilled Trades
Problem: unknown refrigeration requirements. Solution: ZEAS!
The Nuremberg Chamber of Skilled

eration output to different situations.

What do your expect from the ZEAS?

Trades is an important partner

This is what sold me on ZEAS for the

Everything one would expect of a

for anyone working in the meat

project because it was impossible

good refrigeration system: smooth,

processing trade. ZEAS by DAIKIN

to determine the exact refrigeration

uninterrupted operation for many

also plays a key role in the practical

requirements in advance. The two

years to come.

training for butchers. This interview

air coolers connected to the ZEAS

with Mr. Binder, General Manager

can be individually controlled over

What do you think is the key advan-

of Kälte Binder GmbH, describes

a range of ﬁve different power

tage of ZEAS? The fact that the

the special problems that were

settings. Another important beneﬁt

power can be easily controlled.

quickly solved with ZEAS.

is the compact design with weatherproof housing designed for outdoor

Would you choose ZEAS again for

Why did you choose ZEAS for this

installation. I was also impressed by

other projects? Most deﬁnitely.

project? I was really impressed by

the noise-free operation. The unit is

ZEAS is the perfect solution,

the virtually continuous, energy-

located directly below the learning

especially when it isn‘t possible

saving power control of ZEAS. It

lab windows. The compact size also

to calculate the exact refrigeration

enables us to match the refrig-

made installation a lot easier.

capacity needs ahead of time.
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CASE STUDY – ZEAS

Bayreuth Festival Theatre, coldroom/kitchen area (from left to right)

Bayreuth Festival Theatre
Applause for an outstanding performance – by DAIKIN
The large kitchen in the Bayreuth

Are you satisﬁed with your new

our choice were silent operation,

Festival Theatre is a busy place.

system? What do you think are the

reliability, weatherproof housing

This is where 1,000 to 2,000 meals

outstanding features of the ZEAS?

and the relatively limited amount

are prepared on performance

The system has operated smoothly

of electrical work required for the

days for the theatre‘s visitors, cast

from the very start and keeps our

installation.

and crew. The latest addition to

coldrooms at the right temperature

the kitchen is a ZEAS for normal-

– which is important for keeping

Did you experience any problems in

temperature refrigeration – with

our food fresh. One of the biggest

conﬁguring your ﬁrst ZEAS system?

plenty of space left for additional

advantages is the fact that the

It was easy – no problem at all.

refrigeration units in the future.

system is installed where it can‘t be

The ZEAS system is well prepared

seen – or heard! The small footprint

Are you satisﬁed with the ZEAS

for the theatre‘s growing success.

is another important asset.

installation process? The installation

Karl-Heinz Matitschka is respon-

was similar to a VRV® system, so it

sible for facility management at

The following is an interview with

was straightforward for us. The slo-

the Bayreuth Festival Theatre.

Hans Zettner, General Manager of

gan “VRV® technology for commer-

Hans Zettner GmbH Kälte-Klimaan-

cial refrigeration and freezing” hits

Mr. Matitschka, what do you expect

lagen, the company that installed

the nail right on the head.

from a new refrigeration system?

the system in Bayreuth.

A new refrigeration unit must be

Why did you choose ZEAS for this

Did you feel that you received good

economical, energy-saving, reliable

project? Did you consider other,

advice and support from DAIKIN?

and long-lasting.

comparable solutions? What else

Deﬁnitely!

is comparable? The key factors in

15
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CASE STUDY – ZEAS

Bergfeld‘s store, refrigerator display cases, Rainer Schaal, General Manager and proprietor of Kältetechnik Schaal at the ZEAS installation site (from left to right)

Organic food store, Bonn
One is better than six
Anyone who sells organic products

saving technology. Six refrigeration

tem up and running. The sources of

should demonstrate a sense of envi-

units with six freezer display cases

error are minimized and there is no

ronmental awareness. In an organic

giving off heat and making a lot of

need to adjust control components,

food store in Bonn, six refrigerators

noise in the sales area added up to

etc. Our installation engineers were

were replaced by one energy-

a relatively weak energy balance.

also very pleased because instal-

efﬁcient ZEAS.

Our main objective was to lower our

lation of the piping was quick and

energy costs as much as possible.

easy.

What does the owner of Bergfeld’s

We already use “green” electrical

Biomarkt store in Bonn have to

power, so a system like ZEAS clearly

And the operator? We were very

say? Our energy adviser said

made sense for us.

surprised to see how quickly the
ZEAS unit was installed. The system

that we needed to improve our
cooling system because we were

Is the installation engineer satisﬁed

is extremely quiet compared to

wasting 50% of our energy costs on

with the ZEAS system? The instal-

the six units we had before. An

refrigeration. To maintain a credible

lation was really easy to manage

outstanding, worry-free package.

image as an organic food store, we

thanks to the compact footprint. We

We are already thinking about up-

were clearly interested in energy-

saved a lot of time getting the sys-

grading our other outlets in Bonn.
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CASE STUDY – ZEAS

Freezer display case in supermarket, managers Nico Ehrke, Matthias Scheer and René Sahr (from left to right)

Supermarket in Berlin
ZEAS times two: Failsafe medium and low-temperature refrigeration
Two ZEAS units are better than one.

How are the ZEAS units used in the

ratings and the cooling system is

Especially when it comes to appli-

supermarket? We installed two

no older than 3 years.

cations like the one shown here in

ZEAS units, one for medium and

Berlin, where they provide medium

one for low-temperature refrig-

Would you opt for ZEAS on other

and low-temperature refrigeration

eration. The medium-temperature

projects? Based on our positive

in a supermarket. Read what the

unit handles four different zones: a

experience, we would deﬁnitely

managers from system supplier

21.25 m wall unit at 4-6°C for dairy

choose the ZEAS again and recom-

SEK Scheer & Ehrke, Kälte-Klima-

products, a 3.75 m refrigerator case

mend it to customers.

technik GmbH have to say.

at 0-2°C for meat, a dairy product
coldroom at 6°C and a meat cold-

In what areas can you see the ZEAS

Why did you choose ZEAS for this

room at 2°C. The low-temperature

being used? We have other projects

project? We decided to go with

unit is for a 10 m combination glass

planned for supermarkets and

ZEAS for several reasons, including

display case at -24°C.

restaurants. ZEAS is ideal for the
restaurant project where we have

the wide power range, outstanding energy efﬁciency, simple pipe

Can the DAIKIN ZEAS be used to

to link up to 20 cooling zones. In

dimensioning, compact design and

replace an old system? Yes, provided

fact, ZEAS is perfect for all systems

excellent control system.

that the refrigeration unit manu-

operating in different power ranges

facturer has certiﬁed the pressure

with a thermal expansion valve.

CASE STUDY – ZEAS

Hospital kitchen, installation site for the ZEAS unit and two boosters, Martin Klix from Pschorn Kälte- und Klimatechnik, Kiel (from left to right)

Hospital in Kiel
Cool kitchen! One ZEAS with two boosters
People in northern Germany don’t

Did you experience any problems in

Did you feel that you received good

waste words – even when they‘re

conﬁguring your ﬁrst ZEAS system

advice and support from DAIKIN?

talking about a revolution in

and the boosters? Everything was

The advice and support were

commercial refrigeration: the

perfect – no problems at all!

excellent.

technology of the ZEAS by DAIKIN.

What were the key beneﬁts? There

Where do you see the potential

The following is an interview with

were several – including low-noise

for ZEAS in your business? I see it

Martin Klix from supplier Pschorn

operation with only 49 dB(A).

having a huge potential for us in the

intelligent, highly efﬁcient

Kälte- und Klimatechnik based in
Kiel, Germany.

company. I was already planning to
Any other advantages? The indoor

gradually expand our refrigeration

installation of the system and the

business – and ZEAS clearly sup-

What made you choose the ZEAS

booster technology. We managed

ports this decision.

and two boosters for this project?

to combine two freezer cells with

Did you consider other, comparable

medium-temperature refrigeration

Would you opt for the ZEAS with

solutions? Well, not really com-

and only had to set up one system.

boosters in other projects? In princi-

parable. A possible alternative

ple, yes, deﬁnitely – it just depends

would have been a combination

Were you satisﬁed with the instal-

system. But that isn‘t really compa-

lation of the ZEAS and the booster?

rable with the ZEAS – which is very

The installation was extremely easy.

clear to me now that the system

I‘m really impressed!

has been installed.

on the size of the installation.
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ENERGY

I N TERMS OF COST AN D COMFORT, TH E I NTEGRATION OF TH ERMAL SYSTEMS, I NC LU DI NG R EFR I

ENERGY
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PRODUCTS

Optimized shop climate
An innovative total concept lowers operating costs for heating,
ventilation and air conditioning up to 60%

Elaborate product presentations, high-

make it possible to establish in-house

quality illumination concepts and signi-

benchmarks and initiate optimization

ﬁcantly higher customer expectations

based on the actual situation. Thus, long-

when it comes to comfortable ambient

term savings of up to 60% on operating

temperatures – these factors have con-

costs for heating, ventilation and air con-

tributed to a considerable rise in energy

ditioning can be achieved. This is based

consumption in the retail sector over

on actual consumption ﬁgures – not

recent years. At the same time, driving

on calculations – and results in what is

down costs is an important issue for any

known as energy-efﬁcient outlets. Three

company. Compromises in quality and

recognized specialists – DAIKIN, Biddle

comfort have a negative impact on sales.

and Energy Insight – have established a

The only way forward is the intelligent

joint venture and pooled their expertise,

use of modern technology. This is an area

experience and technical skills to develop

in which chain stores have an advantage.

comprehensive solutions tailored to

Comparative data from different outlets

speciﬁc situations.

Comfortable indoor climate conditions have become a standard across all retail sectors

Forecast
Actual

CONSUMPTION AT
A GLANCE, A FIRM
GRIP ON COSTS
The web-based management
system has an efﬁciency assistant
that indicates every deviation
from optimal operation and
individual consumption forecasts
in real time.

DAIKIN handles everything when it

deviations are immediately reported and

comes to heating, ventilation, refrig-

corrections are, in many cases, handled

eration and air conditioning. This is based

by remote intervention. Energy-efﬁcient

on heat pump technology and, if possible

outlets are ideal for practically all retail

or viable, heat displacement. Biddle, an

industry sectors: from supermarkets and

air curtain specialist, ensures that

drugstores, to electrical appliance and

interior and exterior climates are sepa-

furniture stores, or car dealerships.

rated – even when the door is open.

Energy can be saved and long-term

Energy Insight is responsible for ana-

consumption optimized practically

lysing energy consumption, speciﬁc load

anywhere. The key factors for energy-

management and intelligent control

efﬁcient outlets are immediacy and

technology. The company also closely

sustainability. This concept works

monitors energy consumption ﬁgures

without delay and secures long-term

across all outlets. Any signiﬁcant

synergy effects for all outlets.

www.die-energie-efﬁziente-ﬁliale.de
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PRODUCTS

Tailor-made comfort
COMMERCIAL
MULTI SPLIT
• 4 climate zones on
2 ﬂoors
• 20-28 kW refrigeration/heating capacity
• Up to 4 m height
difference between
the indoor units
• 200 m piping length
• Excellent energy
efﬁciency: EER up to
3.71/COP up to 4.10
• Asymmetrical combination possible

Ideal for shops and commercial applications: up to four
climate zones on two ﬂoors

Shops, restaurants, small supermarkets,

inverter technology. With complex ﬂoor

studios and ofﬁces are raising the bar on

layouts, however, there is the risk of

quality. In the high-end market seg-

pockets of heat forming in areas that are

ments, operators place high value on an

not adequately air conditioned. Difﬁcul-

individualized, quality design and layout

ties also arise when there are zones with

of their business space. Climate control

very different thermal loads, for example

has to keep up, with no compromises. It

with intensive lighting or large window

has to adapt to individual and changing

areas. In many cases, different tempera-

room situations. A fundamental quality

tures are required depending on the

criterion is a constant room temperature

speciﬁc use. For these situations, DAIKIN

and a fast reaction to changing situations.

has developed an innovative solution:

The heat generated in a shop full of cus-

Commercial Multi Split. This concept

tomers signiﬁcantly increases the thermal

delivers 20-25 kW refrigeration and 22-28

load. These days there is practically no

kW heating. Up to four indoor units can

alternative to continuously controllable

be connected on one or two ﬂoors and

PRODUCTS

4 TEMPERATURE ZONES,
NES,
2 FLOORS
Example of a Commercial Multi
ulti
unted
Split installation. A duct-mounted
es
unit with four outlets supplies
the open-plan space on the upper
eating/
ﬂoor. On the ground ﬂoor heating/
gh one
cooling is distributed through
roundﬂow cassette for the meeting
room – and two roundﬂows for
the sales ﬂoor.

controlled separately. Up to four inde-

mercial Multi Split (EER up to 3.71; COP

pendent climate zones are possible. The

up to 4.10) is far superior to conventional

installation is simple, because the indoor

heating systems. The heat pump in the

units are connected by a ring circuit. The

Commercial Multi Split uses the free,

system is also extremely ﬂexible when it

renewable energy of ambient air at

comes to installing outdoor units with a

outside temperatures as low as -20°C.

permitted height difference of up to 30 m

This saves primary energy, conserves

from the ﬁrst indoor unit. The control

natural resources and lowers costs.

unit allows the system to be linked into

Appropriately dimensioned, the system

master control systems or building tech-

is capable of providing the entire heat-

nical systems. For chain stores, there is

ing requirement throughout the year,

also the option of central monitoring and

enabling up to 40% energy cost savings

optimization of energy consumption.

compared with systems powered by

The excellent energy efﬁciency of Com-

fossil fuels.
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ECPEN12-790

Looking for just one system for
refrigeration and deep freezing?
I’ll tell you which one.
Ilias Katsoulis, DAIKIN refrigeration expert

New commercial refrigeration from DAIKIN:
ZEAS with Booster – the all-in-one system for refrigeration and deep
freezing. High energy efﬁciency and as many cooling units as you like.

